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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to establish a control method to make borehole trajectory smoother.
Considering that the complexity of rotary steerable drilling trajectory control and uncertainty of underground
work, analysis of the deficiencies for the traditional trajectory control and the rotary steerable drilling trajectory
deviation vector control theory, introduced the concept of "trend Angle", combined with the deviation vector
as joint control variables, using fuzzy control algorithm that established of rotary steerable drilling trajectory
fuzzy control model. Designed the fuzzy controller using Matlab/Simulink toolbox and dynamic simulation
analysis for the fuzzy control systems, simulation results show that the designed fuzzy controller can effectively
track the well path design, has a strong adaptability and control results is better than traditional PID control
method.
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INTRODUCTION

Rotary steering drilling technology (Shihong et al.,
2006) is one of hi-tech and new-tech drilling technologies
which appears in 1990s and is the research emphasis and
development direction. Rotary steering drilling system
mainly consists (Schaaf et al., 2000; Jiaxi, 2001) of
surface monitor system, bidirectional information
transferring system between bottom hole and surface and
down-hole automatic rotary steering drilling tools.
Surface monitor system monitors real-time spatial attitude
of down-hole tools, bidirectional information transferring
system transfers control instructions and controls the
action of down-hole rotary steering drilling tools, thus,
steering drilling was realized under the circumstance of
rotary table rotating.

Actually, gaining control of rotary steering drilling
trajectory (John et al., 2001) is the realization of rotary
steering control system, Fig. 1 shows the wellbore
trajectory of traditional control algorithm. The reasons for
the fluctuation between actually drilling trajectory and
designed one can be concluded as followed.

Because of larger hysteretic nature of wellbore
trajectory control. As a large closed-loop rotary steering
wellbore trajectory control system (Schaaf et al., 2000),
measuring signals and control signals must be transferred
by down-hole information transferring system and mud
wave is still the information carrier currently, which limits
transmission speed significantly and explains for the
inevitability of larger hysteretic nature.

The amplitude in which Borehole curvature affects
spatial three-dimensional control force is largely
uncertain, which results to the uncertainty of
corresponding relation between steering capability and
control force. And generally, corresponding relation
between deviation vector and steering force is nonlinear
(Yinao et al., 1999).

As to down-hole trajectory control implementing
tools, the reliability of inner mechanical structure, the
stability of hydraulic system output pressure and the
effectiveness of inner control algorithm of stabilized
platform all have influences on trajectory control
accuracy.

As frontally explained, it’s difficult to gain effective
control of rotary steering drilling trajectory. In view of
both home and abroad research developing trend, it tends
to solve those problems with intelligent control method.
Modern intelligent control method could resist larger
down-hole disturbance with better adaptation.

Good control of trajectory can significantly reduce
the probability of accidents occured in late cementing,
completion, production and so on. It can also save drilling
cost and improve oil and gas development efficiency.
Traditional method of trajectory control cannot have a
satisfactory effect. However intelligent control algorithm
in use is still very immature and need to do further theory
study.

According to modulated rotary steering drilling tools,
fuzzy control algorithm in trajectory control system is
proposed  in  this  study.  Combined with traditional PID
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of traditional trajectory control

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Principle of trajectory control

method, two different control method are both simulation
tested. The results show that fuzzy control method could
get better control.

Control principle and fuzzy model of steering drilling
trajectory: Trajectory control principle: As depicted in
Fig. 2a, suppose  a as deviation angle, j as azimuth, L as
measured depth, K" as rate of inclination change, thus 3D
wellbore trajectory formula can be represented as
followed:
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Suppose line segment AD as designed wellbore
trajectory, line segment AT as actually drilled trajectory,
after a length of  DL, the error between designed wellbore
trajectory and actually drilled trajectory can be illustrated
by the distance between spots D and T, thus:
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Thus spot T can be illustrated as:
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Rational control method not only guarantees wellbore
trajectory control effectiveness but also is the main basis
for designing rotary steering system. According to the
rotary steering trajectory control principle, (Qi et al.,
2005) Di Qinfeng (Wenping et al., 2003) in Xi'an
Petroleum University had proposed the concept of
deviation vector (g). As depicted in Fig. 2b, in the
trajectory control of actual drilling, in consideration of
spot B not being the trajectory approximation target spot,
to avoid fluctuation or overshoot of wellbore trajectory,
Actual wellbore trajectory approximation target spot C
should exceed spot B. But there is still no feasible method
to calculate the position of spot C.

It would reduce error to apply spatial 3D force in the
deviation   vector   direction   and   also   make the actual
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trajectory approach the designed one in largest rate.
Streighting rate depends on the amplitude of control force
(corresponding to the achievable borehole curvature). The
whole control process can be concluded as followed,
firstly decide  the amplitude of control force based on the
amplitude of deviation vector and then apply control force
via implementing mechanism in certain direction to
control drilling trend. Principle of rotary steering drilling
trajectory control can be concluded as followed: it decides
wellbore trajectory based on calculated deviation vector
of some actually drilling trajectory spot. While deviation
vector exceeds allowable amplitude, control force is
applied to reduce error and make actually drilling
trajectory approach designed one. While deviation vector
is less than allowable amplitude, designed trajectory is
regarded as reference and control system pushes actually
drilling to advance in designed trend. The amplitude and
direction of steering force is controlled and suppose
steering direction is always in consistence with that of
deviation vector, then, the amplitude of steering force is
the main factor that influences trajectory control.

Based on above analysis, while deviation vector , is
decided, deviation direction is then known. Thus, the key
point is to decide the amplitude of control force based on
deviation vector direction, which means it firstly need to
decide the corresponding relationship between required
control force amplitude and steering capability of rotary
steering drilling system under certain formation
environment.

Actually, it’s hard to achieve this goal, for that
formation environment nature makes it impossible to get
the corresponding relationship between borehole
curvature and spatial 3D control force amplitude.

Introduction of drilling trend angle: Because of the
hysteretic nature of wellbore trajectory, it could merely
meet sufficient control need to use deviation vector only
as control variable. As depicted in Fig. 3a, while actually
drilling trajectory approaches the designed one, deviation
vector is zero and then no straightening command is sent
out, however, actually drilling trajectory would usually
advance in former trend, which inevitably lead to
trajectory fluctuation.

Aiming to solve above mentioned problem, the
concept of trend angle is proposed. The angle between
two unite length tangential vector TA and TB of the two
ending spots A and B of deviation vector is named as
trend angle. As trend angle value increases, the possibility
of trajectory fluctuation or overshoot gets larger. Even
amplitude of deviation vector is small, trend angle value
may  still  be  large  and  thus,  corresponding  action  of
control  system  is  needed.   It   would   help  to improve

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of trend angle

coincidence rate between actually drilling trajectory and
designed one and reduce dogleg angle of actually drilling
trajectory to use trend angle as control variable.

Bind formula (1)~(4) and suppose deviation angles
and azimuth angles of spots A and B as "A, nA and "B, nB.

Thus, united length tangential vector of spots A and B
could be illustrated as followed:

(5)T i j kA A A A A A   sin cos sin sin cos    

(6)T i j kB B B B B B  sin cos sin sin cos    

and  trend angle between TA and TB could be illustrated
as:
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of fuzzy control system

In fact, trend angle is closely related with deviation
vector change rate, but there is no quantitative relation
between those two variables, then deviation vector,
deviation vector change rate and trend angle are all used
as control variables and applied in designed fuzzy control
model.

Establishment of control principle: Wellbore trajectory
control system is a dynamic system which is influenced
by PERLINK"javascript: showjdsw ('showjd_0','j_0')"
certainty, fuzziness  and randomness. Traditional control
model usually neglect some factors which are difficult to
Quantify and describe, or make many hypothesis about
actual conditions and simplify the applied mathematical
model. Wellbore trajectory control process is actually a
complex system control problem which is influenced by
many uncertain factors, thus, fuzzy control model (Jing,
2003) is used to get better control result. Drilling
trajectory fuzzy control model satisfies followed
principles (Quan-li, 2003):

Module value of deviation vector , should not exceed

a certain constant, that is (where >max stands for  max

effectively controlled deviation, which once was exceeded
by actual deviation value, then steering tool would fail to
straighten trajectory to designed one). As depicted in Fig.
3b, if bit locates at spot A and , thenAB  max

strengthening measures or redesigned trajectory are
needed.

While module value of deviation vector , reduces to
a certain constant, that is  (where >min stands for  min

allowable deviation), then it could be regarded that
actually drilling trajectory is close to the designed and
send out control command based on trend angle. Make
trend angle value close to zero.

If deviation vector value meets followed
formula  then send out control command  min max , 

based on deviation vector method and push actually
drilling trajectory approach the designed.

If drilling trend angle increases positively in the
process of straightening deviation vector, which means
the straightening rate is too low, then steering control

force needs to be strengthened. But if drilling trend angle
increases negatively, which means the straightening rate
is too high and then reduces steering control force. If
trend angle reduces or holds on, then drill with holding
deviation vector mode.

Changing rate of deviation vector must ranges within
a certain domain, that is:

K K K K       ' ', ,2 3

where, e2 and e3 stands for allowable maximum of
deviation vector changing rate.

Designation of wellbore trajectory fuzzy controller:
Core parts of fuzzy control system consists of language
rules and fuzzy inference. Fuzzy inference is some fuzzy
transformation, which changes input variables fuzzy set
into output variables fuzzy set and then universe
transformation is realized.

In fuzzy control system, the number of variables
input to fuzzy controller is usually named as dimension.
Two-dimension fuzzy controller is applied in this study
and the input variables are system deviation e and
deviation changing rate ec, then controller would output
variable quantity of system control variable. Two-
dimension fuzzy controller gets better results compared
with one-dimension controller, makes it easier for
computer realization and is one kind of widely applied
controllers, currently.

Fuzzy control process is mainly based on deviation
vector, uses drilling trend angle as fine control and output
steering control force. Suppose the direction of steering
control force always points to deviation vector direction
preciously. Principle of fuzzy control system is illustrated
in Fig. 4.

F’ stands for output control force after the deviation
vector fuzzy control process in Fig. 4, F stands for output
control force, which is the result of trend angle fine
control. Output steering force would firstly pass through
steering force model and then provide variables deviation
changing  rate  Ka  and  azimuth   changing   rate   Kj  for
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Fig. 5:Membership function of trajectory fuzzy controller

Fig. 6: Membership function of output variable of trajectory
fuzzy controller f

trajectory model. As the corresponding relationship
between wellbore curvature and spatial three-dimension
control force could not be described with a certain model,
random disturbance signal is taken into consideration to
make simulation analysis of the influence on control
system on assumption that tool’s build-up rate is 5//30 m.

Selection and fuzzy of input and output variables:
MATLAB/Simulink (Dingyu, 2002) is a kind of software
system to realize computer simulation, provides a working
platform for modeling and dynamic simulation and offers
users a fast and accurate computer model to establish
dynamic system with module combination method. Fuzzy
toolbox of MATLAB is used to design fuzzy controller
and offers users a convenient and fast way to accomplish
simulation of the designed fuzzy controller.

Deviation vector DE and deviation vector changing
rate ) dE/dL are chosen as input variables of fuzzy
controller and marked as e and ec. Trend angle is marked
as 2, output steering force value of deviation vector
controller is marked as f1 and output steering force value
of trend angle controller is marked as f. Universe of input
variables is [-1, +1] and language sets of e, ec and 2 are
chosen as {NB, NS, Z, PS, PB}, where NB stands for
large negative, NS for small negative, Z for zero, PS for
small positive and PB for large positive. Universe of
output variable of deviation vector fuzzy controller f1 is
[-1, +1] and language sets and their meaning are the same.
Universe of output variable of trend angle fuzzy controller
f is still [-1, +1] and its language set is {NB, NM, NS, Z,
PS, PM, PB}, where NM  stands for middle positive and

Table 1: Fuzzy control principle of deviation vector controller
Deviation vector changing rate
--------------------------------------------------------------

Deviation vector NB NS Z PS PB
NB PB PB PS PS Z
NS PB PS PS Z NS
Z PS PS Z NS NS
PS PS Z NS NS NB
PB Z NS NB NB NB

Table 2: Fuzzy control principle of trend angle controller
Output of deviation vector controller
---------------------------------------------------------------

Trend angle PB PS Z NS NB
PB PB PM PS Z NM
PS PB PM PS NS NM
Z PB PS Z NS NB
NS PM PS NS NM NB
NB PM Z NS NM NB

PM for middle positive, the other variables have the same
meaning as above mentioned.

Input and output membership functions are shown in
Fig. 5 and 6, where deviation vector DE, deviation vector
changing rate ) dE/dL and trend angle 2 all have the
same membership functions. Membership function of
output variable of deviation vector fuzzy controller f1 is
also shown in Fig. 5 and 6 shows the Membership
function of output variable of trend angle fuzzy controller
f.

Establishment of control principle table: According to
the nature of wellbore trajectory control and based on
conditions that may occur while drilling and drilling
experts’ knowledge and experience, control principle
table is established by fuzzy control principle. As is
shown in Table 1, while deviation vector e and deviation
vector changing rate ec are large Negative (NB), control
should be enhanced to eliminate deviation as fast as
possible and make output variable of fuzzy control f to be
large Positive (PB). While e is positive, the control could
be wakened to make output variable of fuzzy control f to
be PM or PS. While ec changes to PB, control result could
be Z. Trend angle trimming fuzzy controller is shown in
Table 2, output value of deviation vector fuzzy controller
should be adjusted based on the value of trend angle and
then output finally.

Simulation analysis of trajectory control: Choose
simultaneous Eq. (2)-(7) as control object and establish
wellbore trajectory controller simulation model in
Matlab/Simulink and then introduce fuzzy control
algorithm, make simulation analysis of control result.
Combined with PID control method, system receives a
step input, which means control system abruptly monitors
a deviation vector whose amplitude exceeds set value and
then controls output steering force to straighten deviation
vector. As is shown in Fig. 7, the green line stands for
step  response of PID control system and yellow line for
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Fig. 7: Simulation effect picture of control

step response of fuzzy control system. As is illustrated in
simulation figure, fuzzy control system exceeds PID
control system obviously and could compete the mission
of inhabiting system overshooting. Abscissa stands for
simulation time on the unit of second. Ordinate stands for
output value of response and the given, which could be
regarded as dimensionless value.

CONCLUSION 

According to modulated rotary steering drilling tools,
application of fuzzy control algorithm has been tried in
this study and the designed fuzzy controller exceeds
traditional PID control method with faster response and
no overshooting.

Fuzzy control is nonlinear method and suitable for
rough model or those cases that are difficult to establish
precious mathematical models to solve complex problems.
Fuzzy control could receive satisfactory results and is
effective to process imprecision and uncertainty of
inference system and control system.

As drilling automation improves, intelligent control
algorithm will be more and more widely used. According
to the disturbance-rejection of down-hole closed loop
control system, effective extraction of down-hole fuzzy
factor and anticipating trend of borehole trajectory
advancing, further study is still needed to realize forehand
control.
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